November 2021

Answer Sheet
Welcome to Puzzled Pint!

Give us
Feedback!

Tonight
• We’re here to help! This is not a competitive event. Ask the Game Control volunteers (GC) for
hints as often as you’d like. The goal is to have fun, not to be frustrated!
• If your location is running virtual, go to the location page (linked on puzzle download page)
and nd out how to contact your local GC.
• If you are collaborating online with your teammates (or have no printer): There is a Google
Sheet this month! Download and make your own copy to collaborate online together. It can
be found on the page where you downloaded the puzzles.
The Puzzles
• Each puzzle will solve to a short word or phrase. How? That’s for you to discover.
• Need a code sheet or solving resources? Check out the Resources page on Puzzled Pint’s
webpage: http://www.puzzledpint.com/resources/
• You can use anything to help solve: Use your phone; the internet is fair game! Think your
brother might have an insight? Give him a call!
• While each month has a theme, you need no special knowledge of the theme to solve.
About Puzzled Pint
• How did tonight go? Email us at Feedback@puzzledpint.com
• We’re an all-volunteer organization.
• Help us run locally: Talk with Game Control about how you can volunteer.
• Help us run globally: https://www.patreon.com/PuzzledPint

Puzzle Answers
The Colossus of Rhodes
The Mausoleum at Halikarnassus
The Temple of Artemis
The Statue of Zeus
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The Colossus
of Rhodes
Page 1 of 3
The Colossus of Rhodes was a towering bronze statue of the sun god Helios as tall as the
Statue of Liberty. It stood high above the city harbor until it was destroyed by an
earthquake only 54 years after it was built.
Many merchant ships are traveling through the harbor, carrying cargo as they sail
underneath the spread legs of the Colossus. Determine their names to find an adjective
that might describe the Colossus.

HUGE
HEFTY
GOLIATH
HULKING
IMMENSE
MAMMOTH
MASSIVE
TITANIC

BEHEMOTH
ENORMOUS
GIGANTIC
PYTHONIC
GINORMOUS
HERCULEAN
HIMALAYAN
HUMONGOUS

LEVIATHAN
GARGANTUAN
MONUMENTAL
SUPERSIZED
ELEPHANTINE
BROBDINGNAGIAN

The appearance of the ships correspond to the letters in their names.
The blanks below are filled with the letters in G-I-A-N-T in some order.
All ships with __’s are west of the Colossus.

All others are east of the Colossus.

All ships with __’s face west.

All others face east.

All ships with __’s have two masts.

All others have one.

All ships with __s carry cargo.

All others carry nothing.

All ships with __’s have oars.

All others don’t have oars.
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The Mausoleum
at Halicarnassus
The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus was a massive elevated tomb built for a Persian king named
Mausolus. As you might be able to guess, the word “mausoleum” came from the king’s name
— Mausolus is the eponym for the term. Solve the puzzle to reveal something you might find
in a mausoleum.

A raw deal ➡➡

A famous one is led ➡

It jump-starts ⬅

A shadow of oneself ⬆⬆

A party favor ⬅⬅

It’s known to go solo ⬇⬇

It’s totally nuts ⬅⬅

They're not buying it ➡➡

It goes for a ride ⬇⬇

It's often multicultural ⬅⬅

A piece of the pie ⬆⬆

One not wearing a thinking cap ⬅⬅

It noodles around ⬇⬇

It goes through a sticky patch ⬆⬆

It serves many functions ⬆⬆

It covers many long stretches ⬅⬅

It came to a head

Result of dropping a bombshell ⬅⬅

It’s cheeky ⬇⬇
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The temple
of artemis
Page 1 of 2
The Temple of Artemis was an illustrious temple at Ephesus dedicated to a distinctly Ionian form of Artemis, the Greek
Olympian best known as the goddess of the hunt. Daughter of Zeus and twin of Apollo, Artemis is typically depicted with a
golden bow and arrow.
NOTE: All words start above the arrow and go around clockwise. Clues are show in order from outer to inner ring.
Practice your own archery skills to reveal what any good hunter should always be on.
C
N

E
S

A
R
O

T

Opposite of a descendent

Duck-billed mammal that lays eggs

Bright red bird, or a prominent Catholic
bishop

Lawyer

Handgun with six rotating chambers
“Bittersweet” or “deafening silence,” for
example

Place where boats are built, docked, and
repaired
A minor planet

Armored glove often “thrown down” to
challenge someone

Role in literature that might be omniscient
or unreliable

Forever and ever and ever and ever
Branch of mathematics dealing with
derivatives
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The temple
of artemis
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The distance across a circle

Our home, astronomically

Push-ups or squats, for example

At 12, skateboarder Kokona Hiraki was the
______ medalist of the 2020 Olympics

Genial and welcoming, like a certain ghost
The Periodic Table of ______

Slow and steady protagonist of one of
Aesop’s fables
______ Horseman, of The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow

Higher than a bass but deeper than a
tenor
Type of movie comedy often featuring a
“meet cute”
Invisible light used in thermal imaging
and remote controls
Candy on a stick
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The Statue
of Zeus
The giant Statue of Zeus, seated in a temple in Olympia (the town that held the Ancient
Olympic Games), honored the venerable thunder deity of Greek mythology. Solve the
puzzle and look back to reveal an apt descriptor for the king of Mount Olympus.
Below is a 15x15 nonogram, a picture logic puzzle. If you don’t know how they work, here’s a
quick tutorial: Each row and column has a certain amount of colored squares that come
together to make an image. They’re each labeled with clues which indicate groups of colored
squares. For example, the first row labeled 8 will only have a contiguous line of eight squares,
whereas the first column labeled 2 3 will have a group of two squares and a group of three
squares separated by at least one cell. Use a highlighter if you have one!
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𓃝
𓆏𓃶
𓃒𓃠𓄿

The Great
Pyramid of Giza
is by far the most
famous ancient world
wonder — after all, it's the
oldest (by about 2,000 years), the
largest (just taller than the Lighthouse
of Alexandria, and far wider than the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon), and the
only one left standing.

𓅙
𓃟𓆈
𓆑𓅃𓃬

𓆚
𓃱𓅞
𓆉𓃯𓃗

the
great
𓃡
pyramid
𓃹𓃰
𓅓 𓆌 𓅦 of giza

Over 4,500 years later, the tomb of the
pharaoh Khufu remains one of the greatest
feats of engineering ever embarked upon by
humanity. It has spawned countless conspiracy
theories because of its millenia-long intrigue;
those theories can get intertwined with the reality of
the historical record, so for any self-respecting
archeologist, it's important to tell...

___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

𓃬𓃱𓃰𓃯𓃒𓃝

𓃠𓃟𓃹𓃡𓃶𓃗

𓅃𓅙𓄿𓅞𓅓𓅦

𓆈𓆉𓆌𓆏𓆚𓆑

THE COLOSSUS OF RHODES

THE TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS

THE MAUSOLEUM AT HALICARNASSUS

THE STATUE OF ZEUS
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The Hanging
Gardens
The Hanging Gardens were described as a towering series of terraced gardens with all sorts of flora, but it
might not have ever actually existed. It’s the only ancient world wonder without a definitive location
discovered by historians or archeologists. You could try to find evidence of the Hanging Gardens for
yourself, but it’s a ____________.
Below are three sets of terraces, each with eight boxes. Each box will include one letter pair, listed below,
which do not repeat. The letter pairs in each set will spell a sequence of seven overlapping four-letter
words, clued below. The sequences will first go up the left terraces, then down the right.
The two letter pairs in each of the top terraces will spell a fruit or flower that may have grown in the Hanging
Gardens. Each completed puzzle will form a new, unclued word in the bottom terrace. Arrange each bottom
word in alphabetical order to discover the answer.

Example: This puzzle spells LOCO, CODE, DELI, LIME,
MEGA, GATE, and TEST, first ascending up the left, then
descending down the right. The word in the top terrace,
LIME, is a fruit or flower that could’ve grown in the Hanging
Gardens. The complete puzzle spells a new word in the
bottom terrace, LOST.

LIME
DE
CO
LO

GA
TE
ST

AI AL AR BA BY CA CH DA EN IN LO LI
NE NG OT PE RO RU SE SH TE TH TO YA
Ancient Andean
Arsonist emperor, some say
Basically a red sapphire
Drive-____
Drying sea by Kazakhstan
Indonesian tourist hotspot
It could be blind or double
It’s covered by a maxi
Low female voice
Meyers or Rogan
Not all superheros wear one

One lamenting puberty
Shape of a curvy figure
Singer known to “sail away”
Tea variety that translates to “tea”
The white half of
Trendy pinkish wine
Trumpet or tugboat sound
Verdi opera or Elton John musical
Where Nessie lives
Word after power or bottom
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